In this paper we study the structure of the scattering operator for timeperiodic Schrodinger equations with period w :
(1.1) i a (t, x)=(-~+V(t, x)) (t, x), (t, .)~~=L2(Rn), ( 
1.2) V(t+w, x)=V(t, x) R, (t R, xERn).
Under suitable conditions on V (t, x) to be specified below, (1.1) generates a unitary evolution operator U(t, s), -oo <t, s < oo, and for each s E R, the wave operators defined by (1. 3) W±(s)=s-lira U(s, t)e-"t-S'H°, H0= -, exist and are complete : Ran W±(s)=jCa~(U(s+w, s)) (see Yajima [14] , Howland [6], Kitada-Yajima [8] , Nakamura [11] ). Then the scattering operator defined by show that the decay of S,,(A) as p tends to infinity is completely determined by the smoothness property of V (t, x) in t. We assume that the potential V (t, x) satisfies ASSUMPTION (A)fi. For some p> n, a> 1/2, and /3>0, t--x(1-{-1 x~2)a •V (t, x) is an (Lp(Rn)+L~(Rn))-valued C1-function.
We denote the eigenvalues of U(s+w, s) by { e2i};=1 , 2,... , and set the exceptional set e as (1. 7) e-2n p-+-A; : 'a~Z,=1, 2, ... ,J 2r Z. Under Assumption (A)p, it is known that e is a closed set with no accumulation points except (2n/w)Z (see Nakamura [11] Theorem 2.18). Our main result is formulated as follows. THEOREM 1. Let (A)~ be satisfied. Suppose that J is a compact subset of R such that jr e=Q, and that E Z j3 is a positive constant. Then
where { PQ(HO) } i s the spectral measure o f Ha.
Scattering theory for time-periodic Schrodinger equations has been studied by Schmidt [13] [15] for further references. On the other hand, representation of the scattering operator for time-independent Schrodinger operators had been known in the physical literature since 1950's, and proved rigorously by stationary scattering theory (see the note for XII- § 6 of Reed-Simon [12], and Kuroda [10] for example). Here we shall combine an abstract representation formula given by Kuroda [9] with the method of Yajima-Howland to obtain a representation of S(s) (see Theorem 2) .
In § 2 we review the method of Ya jima-Howland, and construct an explicit representation of S(s). In § 3 we estimate {S,(2)} and prove Theorem 1.
NOTATIONS. We shall use the following notations throughout the paper. We denote the set of natural numbers by N, integers by Z, and reals by R. We write Rn for the Euclidian n-space. HT(Rn) is the Sobolev space of order r on Rn, and H(R) denotes the weighted Sobolev space :
We write L a(Rn) =Ha (Rn) for the weighted L2-space. For inN and 0</3<1, Cm+IS(R) denotes the class of Cm-functions whose m-th derivative is Holder continuous of order j3. For a function F=F(x), we denote the multiplication operator by F(x) by the same symbol F. We write (x>=/1-~-I x I2 for x x-~ denotes the Fourier transform from Rx-space to R&-space and is defined by
t1~~ denotes the Fourier series expansion of ~5 on [0, w) and is defined by
We define the energy support of ~ E L2(R2) by
Representation of the scattering operator.
In this section we assume (A),~. Then it is known that (1.1) generates a unitary evolution operators. PROPOSITION 2.1. There exists a set of unitary operators {U(t, s) : t, sER} such that
where the derivatives are taken in the strong sense.
For the proof see Kato [7] , Yajima [14] .
It is known also that the wave operators exist and are complete (Kitada- 
and we define the propagators Vi), CU(Q) by
for ¶= {(t): t E T, ?'(t) } E iC. It follows easily from Proposition 2.1 that {V0(o : aER} and {V(Q): QER} are one parameter unitary groups on JC. Then by Stone's theorem, there exist self-adjoins operators Ko and K such that V0(c)=e0
and V(c)=e". We define Vos and VS E B(9C, JC) by 
=U(t, s){U(s, t-I-Q)e-i(Q+t-s)HO}e~ct-s)xop'(t).
By this formula, we obtain the existence of W±, (2.14) and (2.15). If we set (vs?P')(t)=U(t, s)?Jf(t) (0<_t<w), we see also
Thus we have
(by Proposition For the proof, see Nakamura [11] , or Appendix of this paper.
We define T (A)=V G_(A), then T(2) is a bounded operator from L2(T, Hra) to L2(T, La) if Ale, by Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.7. We denote by T(2) the (p, v)-matrix element of Now we can state our main result of this section. In this section, we assume (A)~ and suppose that J and e satisfy the assumption of the theorem.
We begin with LEMMA 3.1. Let W be a multiplication operator by W(x). Suppose <x>2'W(x) E Lp(RT)+L°°(R') for a>1/2 and p> n. Then for n/p <r < 1 and 3>O, there exists si>0 such that (3.1)
II(Ha--)'iWIIB(Hra(Rn))CCI~I-`111Cx>2aWIILp+LO° (~ >o).
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove This proves the theorem. U Appendix.
Here we sketch the proof of Lemma 2.7. At first, we prove the existence of G_(A) for almost every A by Lemma 3.1.
LEMMA A.1. There exists a closed null set e'CR such that for A e', G_(A) =lim2yo(1+(Ko-(A+is))-1V)-1 exists in B(L2(T, Hra(Rn))). Moreover G_(A) is locally uniformly bounded in Rye'. PROOF. By Lemma 3.1, it is obvious that (K0-'V is bounded in L2(T,Hra(Rn)) if c E CSR, and is uniformly bounded if is away from (2n/w)Z. Further, since (Ho-~)1V
is compact for each a, Lemma 3.1 implies the compactness of (K0-1V.
Then the theorem of F', and M. Riesz can be applied and we obtain the assertion. U Now it remains only to prove
To prove that, we follow the trace method due to Agmon (see , § XIII-8).
LEMMA A.2. Let b>1/2 and suppose that O E L2(T, La(RT)) satisfies (A.1) Im(cb, (K0-(A+i0))'1cb)=0
for A E R\(2ic/w)Z. Then (Ko-(A+i0)Y1~b E L2(T, H HA(RT)).
Lemma A.2 can be proved analogously to Lemma 3.1 using Proposition 2.6.1 of Ginibre-Moulin [4] and interpolation. PROOF of LEMMA 2.7. If A ~~' and A (2n/w)Z, the Fredholm theorem implies that there exists ~ L2(T, Hra(R' )) such that (A. 2) c~+(K0-(,i r--iO))-1V~b=O.
If we set ~b=VIE L2(T, L (J)), we can see easily that c' satisfies (A.1). Hence c=-(K0-(A ;-iO))-'/-' is an element of L2(T, H~:21(R'~))=L2(T, H~a+(2n-l)(RT)), E Repeating this procedure r-times, we have ¢ L2(T, H~ +, (2~-,)(R )), and ~b L2(T, H+"L(2(r_l)(Rn)). Thus we obtain ¢~and it is clear from (A.2) that ~iS is a A-eigenfunction of K. This implies AEe. C7
